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Today, moderns have a limited understanding of core values. Many doubt truth exists, even if

revealed by science. Our identity is overwhelmed by a dependency on mass means and

methods. We inherently fear manipulation by mass influences but commonly perceive value

judgments as dogmas and fanatical. While bombarded with commercial influences, personal

values or moral beliefs are often shunned or ignored. The exact opposite occurred during the

Renaissance. America, for a hundred and fifty years, ever since the Civil War, has avoided

internal disaster while increasingly and naïvely perching on the precipice of the mounting

national debt. So, as core values express our humanity and provide resilience, our art should

imbue human warmth and foster inner strength and encourage stability. But any measure of

truth must be consistent and durable, not propagated by mass commercial or political dogmas,

but revealing insights, revelations, and rebirth, a renaissance, into the nature of truth.
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ReviewAs I turned the pages and began reading this odyssey of Barry Johnston, as a veteran

and artist, my interest increased, and I was pleased that I had agreed to review it. ‘Flourish:

Renaissance: Healing the Great Divide’ is not a book of fiction, nor a novel but an

autobiography of a modern renaissance man, but a man no less, with all his foibles, his

successes, failures, fears, and frustrations laid out with surgical precision in the cold reality of

life’s twists and turns. Viet Nam leaves an open wound Barry struggles to understand. He is

empathic to the wrongs inflicted on the innocent whether from war or life itself. His nature is

sculpting figurative art imbued with his concerns for humanity. He joins a religious art colony in

the Swiss Alps known as L’Abri where Barry argues with the founder Francis Schaefer over

interpretations of the Scriptures and wrestles with his own spirit over the contradictions. Never

at peace, he’s at odds with the commercial art establishment for commissions, and he reflects

on failed marriages after a near heart attack he barely survives. Barry reveals himself with

honesty and a humanity which make this a compelling biography and a historical account of a

representational artist, veteran and inventor.Daniel SheaVeterans for PeaceArtist and Human

Rights ActivistThe author, in telling his story, sought to be as truthful as humanly possible.

However, admittedly the information herein represents his own perspective; If others have a

different slant, let them write their own insights. To protect those who may be innocent, some

names have been changed.An AcknowledgementIn creating Flourish, I want to thank those

special individuals who stepped into my creative process, like my sister, Elizabeth Johnston,

who helped gather some of the material, edited and provided support; my mother, Lucile

Johnston, who contributed many hours gathering and editing material about the family; Daniel

Shea, Board of Directors of ‘Veterans for Peace,’ for his valuable comments and moral support;

and Oswald Copeland, a professional critic and writer, who, although I can’t say always agreed

with my efforts, gave astute and forthright feedback that was immensely helpful. Also, I wish to

very strongly thank Dr. Ruth Margraff for reading, editing and commenting on my book. Her

editorial skills and in-depth knowledge of the subject, as a professor of creative writing at the

Chicago Institute of Art and as the daughter of a minister, made a huge difference in the quality

of the final product. Finally, I wish to heartily thank my long- lost lady friend, Kinga Revesz, who

I met forty-eight years ago in the Bruegel exhibit of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna,

Austria, but who, because she was then behind the Iron Curtain, our relationship was only

allowed to resume forty-five years later. Her structural suggestions were invaluable. To all, I am



deeply grateful.In Memory ofHo Chi Minh’s letters to President Truman, appealing for Vietnam

independence, were put into a cabinet drawer and forgotten. Truman never saw them. Thus,

over 200 thousand U.S. soldiers died in the War or committed suicide afterward. This book

acknowledges their memory and gives homage to the millions of North and South Vietnamese

seeking national independence.Dedicated to the artist’s mother Lucile who dearly loved the

Holy ScripturesIf one day represents the existence of our planet, “Humans emerge one minute

and seventeen seconds before midnight.”– Bill BrysonWe have every right to stand up and

resist extinction.ContentsA ReviewAn AcknowledgementIn Memory ofIntroductionThe TrilogyII.

Flourish: Democracy or Hypocrisy1. What of the Deeper Questions?2. Money, the Measure of

All Things? Beyond Survival3. The Problem with Human Nature4. Onto Florence5. From

Cultural to Anti-cultural6. Sorting Out Things7. Trying to Settle In8. Trauma and the Need to

Breathe9. Reality or Abstract10. Gird Your Loins11. Let Shakespeare SpeakAnalogueClarion
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Comforter15. Faust16. Healing Light17. “Liberty,” gift to Anwar Sadat18. Attempted Rescue19.

Metamorphosis20. Court Jester21. Finish Line22. Senator Sparkman23. Hamlet24. Hamlet25.

First Kiss26. King LearIntroduction“Indulgences” of the Roman Catholic Church were “a

monetary way to reduce punishment for sinning including murder.” America’s Prosperity

Theology expounds a belief that God rewards security and prosperity to those who are

obedient. Both promise expungement from real-world trials and hardships. But early

Christianity was born out of sacrifice and martyrdom. According to Leo D. Lefebure of

Georgetown University, The Understanding of Suffering in the Early Christian Church, “early

Christians knew that life normally lived in this world is profoundly unsatisfactory, marked by the

suffering that comes from impermanence, sin, and death. The Buddhist tradition warns of three

poisons, craving, ignorance, and anger. Living in a society of dramatic inequality, early

Christians acutely suffered in poverty due to Roman supremacy and abuse. Sickness was a

constant threat. Moreover, because Christianity was not the legitimate religion until the fourth

century, many believers faced the chronic danger of persecution from Roman authorities who

could demand that Christians worship the protective deities of the Empire.” Once Christianity

was recognized by Rome, those who had formerly succumbed to the Roman authorities found

themselves at odds with those who were persecuted, thus beginning a new reprisal cycle.In

1971, seeking to get at the core of the faith, I created the below sculpture, the “Mandala,” which

expresses my core perception of life. The work takes the form of a mushroom cloud or a tree

(see image 1). The word “Mandala” originated in ancient Sanskrit, meaning a circular motif

surrounding a central figure usually used for religious adoration. Although inspired by several

diverse influences, primarily it metaphysically interprets Einstein’s formula for his Theory of

Relativity in human terms, E = mC²: whereas Elohim is (E), the ancient Hebrew term for

judgmental God, is seen as equal (=) to mass (m) (matter, material, or mankind) times the

Christ (C), the light of the world squared, both in death and resurrection. Facing on one side is

a figure of Christ reaching out to His believers. On the opposite is a figure of Christ crucified.

The two figures, back to back, represent a transferal of energy. Both hover over the crushed

heads of serpents while surrounded by a celebrating host. I wrote the Trilogy Renaissance:

Healing the Great Divide to enlighten and provide perspective on where we now stand in

history. In part, the Italian Renaissance resulted from the suffering caused by the Black Plague,

which killed off about half of Europe. This horrible human crisis forced Europeans to seek more

substantive values, then providing the backbone and inward resilience of the Renaissance. The



Crusaders brought this tragedy to Europe. But three other positive influences brought back –

the high mathematics of the Muslim world, Socratic and Platonic teachings, and the Greco-

Roman lessons – also contributed to the “Rebirth.” Also, a fourth inherent influence that

dominated Europe, the lessons taught in the Old Testament and the New concerning the life of

Jesus, contributed. The stories about Jesus were personal and full of humanity. Although much

of the subject matter for the commissioned art was the same, Renaissance artists were free to

express these insights as they1. Mandalaaffected their individual lives. Because of these

influences, artists and scientists had a clear sense of purpose and identity. Their inner

resilience enabled them to hold off military attacks from the Moorish Empire and remain stable

while dealing with the many French invasions.Today, moderns give little attention to core

philosophical values. Most moderns do not even believe in core values, nor do many believe

that truth exists other than that revealed by science. Even science is treated as if questionable.

Because of our dependency on mass means and methods, we inherently fear being

manipulated by mass influences. Of course, industrial mass-production has dramatically

improved the quality of our physical lives. If this were taken away, we would immediately

regress to our former frontier days. But what qualities about our inner lives are reflected

through our art? And what of the personal values that build quality relationships? And what

values can we say are positive or adversely negative? Should value judgments be shunned as

dogmas and be treated as fanatical? Certain examples of our contemporary art express either

banal common objects like Oldenburg’s 45´ Clothespen in Philadelphia or Warhal’s Campbell’s

Soup Can’s, or the opposite Abstract Expressions with no assertions at all. We are continually

bombarded with commercial influences while our values or moral concerns are often shunned

or ignored.The exact opposite occurred during the Renaissance. Americans have avoided

major internal disasters for a hundred and fifty years, ever since the Civil War. And in this, we

have progressively trended toward indulging ourselves with excesses while avoiding core

values. Although we naïvely perch on the precipice of the mounting debt which threatens to

cascade civilization into endless chaos and potential oblivion, we naively rally around our

immediate prosperity. We need core values that express our humanity and build up societal

resilience, but the dominant art trends essentially ignore essential societal concerns. An art

imbued with humanity would foster inner strength and resilience. Notable exceptions are the

Afro-American artists’ mural painting strung throughout our inner cities. But any consistency

and stability will lead to expressions of inner strength, improving our chances of survival.

Determining any measure of consistency concerning human nature requires us to fall back on

history and biblical teaching. Core values are personal. They are not to be propagated by mass

commercial or political biases or dogmas. Our values must emerge as personal revelations and

insights gained in our honest pursuit of truth.The Mandala (see image 1) also greatly

resembles the Chinese “Thousand Layered Ball” shown to me by a monk at the Fiesole

Archeological Museum. This ball, made up of numerous concentric layers, symbolizes an

odyssey through the many layers of the mind to the core of our identity. Although written as an

autobiography, this book, Flourish: Democracy or Hypocrisy, is the second book of the Trilogy

Renaissance: Healing the Great Divide. All three books voyage into the psyche’s inner world

and look at the underpinning influences that define who we are, our society, and the economy.

This is not a book on how to become a market success. This is about one artist’s struggle to

make sense of his times, about striving to bridge the gap between reality and possibility, about

what it takes to be an artist. As our times become enveloped by the monolithic influence of

Modernism, developing ideas is not enough. We need workable values and insights that will

address and serve the greater good. According to Socrates, the most fundamental virtue is



serving our fellow man. Our depth of character naturally sets us apart from the trends and

whims of our impersonal technocratic society. In transcending the negativity, we place our feet

firmly on solid bedrock, in a space where we can be most human and can best realize our

inner potential and help others to do the same. Survival depends on making ourselves useful.

As our goals address the vital issues, our purpose becomes equally vital. But, as one friend

once put it, “Cemeteries are full of people who the world cannot do without,” meaning working

ourselves to death does not make us indispensable. We need to work for the greater good to

be a real mensch.The TrilogyThis three-book trilogy focuses on enduring values that the author

trusts will strengthen our identity and sense of humanity. The trilogy’s narrative unfolds in three

parts: First, this book, Seed, applies a Jungian approach to uncover the disparaging influences

of my youth that once blocked my potential so to encourage the reader to do the same. The

second book, Flourish, takes the reader on a journey into the lives of many inspiring artists

who have spurred a flourishing of Western civilization while comparing the creative period of

the Italian Renaissance with own times, in hopes of providing a clearer understanding of what

has driven meaningful periods of enlightenment. The reader is encouraged to look at those

universal qualities in human nature that will help us realize our inner potential. The second

book transitions into the English Renaissance and Shakespeare and looks through his eyes at

our modern times. The third book of the trilogy, Harvest, illuminates the confusion in my life, as

one artist, in this brave new world, as I reverse my psychological journey and transition out of

self-absorption, as taught by Carl Jung, countering the narcissism of self-reflection by

journeying outward, as taught by the biblical Job. The quest seeks to dispel those influences

that stand in the way of our becoming more fully human and compassionate toward

others.PART IIFLOURISHChapter 1What of the Deeper Questions?“Reason cannot establish

values, and its belief that it can isthe stupidest and most pernicious illusion.”- Allen Bloom,

Closing of the American Mind.Now, thirty-eight years later, having lived the bulk of my

productive life, my heart surgery is a modern medical miracle. But the trauma might have made

any person ponder the meaning of life. It may have made even a skeptic wonder why an artist

would devote so much of his life silently working in clay, stone, and bronze. And why had I

thought my art was important? Well, much that happened to me wasn’t so silently conceived.

Though, in contrast, there were times when my inner voice is the only voice listening, I still felt I

had something to say. So, I said it. I trust any provocative art, if enlightening, makes us think. If

it touches you somehow, it has value and will survive. Like any artist, I want my art to survive. I

want it to endure the test of time and future generations to cherish it. I hope it’ll provoke

thinking. I hope my opinion spars insights that maybe help you avoid some of the confusion

that has plagued my life. My hope is it’ll touch you in meaningful ways. In the onslaught of bad

luck that can happen to anyone, we choose how we’ll react to it even in normal life. We choose

to express what’s endearing, provocative, and enduring. But let’s not retaliate in kind to our

hardship! Let the banal and sometimes dangerous distractions just roll off us. If our art is

meaningful, it will naturally reach out and touch others on a personal level. And if it does, it will

reach beyond our self-interest and speak to all humanity of what is meaningful. So, in this

fragile World, may we hope that reason prevails, that the future will be full of promise. Let your

art inspire and foster the longevity of our species. Let us pray that good caretakers emerge and

recognize those values that express our common humanity and reveal a caring for one

another.Yet, it’s not possible to focus on the inner life necessary in creating art while seeking to

please the public. Still, a good ‘mensch,’ a good person, listens to the cries of the weak and

offers the helpless and abandoned hope. Let our art speak to all times, and let us dare to hope!

A good person must strive to balance creative passions with a concern for humanity, to speak



of matters that embrace life in all its bountifulness. However, in reality, our creative passion will

naturally alienate an artist from the status-quo, especially from those obsessed with

materialism. Let me encourage you to put your heart and soul into your art! Express passions

that reflect a genuine concern for others and be grateful for the life you have! I urge you to grow

in your art so it becomes relevant! Embrace the fullness of life and express what is valid! If

cursed with talent, let that sweet scourge help transform you and your blessed passion into an

expression of faith, hope, and love! Out of the depths of that passion, let your art liberating you

to build empathy for others! Let it unshackle you, free you to develop compassion for all people,

including the helpless! And in this, knowing that every person has a story to tell, may you dare

to tell it! Be vulnerable, traverse the enchantment, and face the pitfalls honestly!Life can be

treacherous. As often happens, parasites crawl out of the woodwork and latch on to a free

spirit like emotional sponges, draining creative energy! So, be advised to void such

embroilment! Overcome the vanity and turmoil of mishandled obsessions and possessions! In

this, avoid being misguided by selfish distractions. In every effort, let your hearts tether to the

real and valuable! Let neither embroilment, fear, nor avoidance deny you enlightenment and

growth! Focus on substance, on expressing the meaningful! In each opportunity, make peace

with yourself, so you can be genuine, truthful, and resourceful, whether coping with the

mundane or with your friends! Let this be your struggle as you pursue your art!“Trust God to

give your life direction,” Schaeffer advised. “Take a hard look at where your anger is taking you.”

His words hang in the air as if God Himself had spoken. I return to my apple bin studio with its

one light bulb and waist-high workbench to collect my thoughts. Taking stock of my newly

acquired space, I toy again with a sculptural concept that had been evolving in my head for

weeks, though not quite ready to tackle it just yet. I’ll need tools, armature wire, and, of course,

clay. My daytime hours are tied up with L’Abri’s program. But, most evenings, I’m free to work

on the sculptural project.As Schaeffer requested, I show up at his office the next morning,

primed with questions, hoping to resolve my frustration. I’m tired of this continual struggle. In

my anxiety, I realize I need help. The whole point of faith is to settle one’s soul in a healthy

place, where one can be real and effective. When I arrive, Schaeffer is cordial but studious. We

chat briefly about the Villars skiing trip the past weekend. Schaeffer then shifts the

conversation out of my comfort zone to his main agenda, “Have you thought about what I said

about ‘taking a hard look at your anger’?”“Well, yes,” I respond, “I have some questions. Of

course, I quite self-absorbed in my efforts to be an artist. But must I be self-centered to pursue

my art? And yet, how am I supposed to function if constantly strapped by the agendas of

others?”Schaeffer smiles, saying, “The kingdom of heaven is within. You’ll realize your art in

that inner space. And your art will reflect what you deem important. Of course, appeasing

relationships, even if worthwhile, will not make you an artist. But, if you embrace God’s purpose

for your life, you’ll gain the strength and direction to negotiate your way with your friendships

and others. If you submit to God’s will, He will give you the inner peace and clarity to guide your

life and art. God will help you channel your talent. Let the meditative words of Jesus speak

through you. Let the beauty of God’s love reflect in your art! Let God transform your passion for

art into compassion for others so that your life and work will have meaning and purpose!

Consider the needs of others! Be a contributor! Let God’s love flow as you serve the greater

glory of God!”Thinking back over my years in high school and college, I was very much service-

oriented. At Tech, I served numerous public organizations. But, after transitioning into art, I

retreated into the small world of the Academy and detached myself from public life. Then in the

Army, I was abruptly forced back into service, but in a war of dubious virtue. If I seem cynical or

skeptical, the events in recent years have been troubling. I could intellectualize the pain with



Schaeffer, but that too would skirt the reality of it. In some ways, Schaeffer’s program

encourages such intellectualized avoidance. “Art is not enough,” Schaeffer continues. “You can

retreat inward and try to make it alone, but, in truth, we all need help from others.”“How can an

artist serve the greater good?” I query, thinking of how to cope with the distractions in the past

years. “Christianity describes a wonderful realm imbued with truth and wisdom, without ethnic

boundaries, a kind of multicultural smorgasbord with Jesus at the helm providing spiritual

continuity and guidance. Christianity demonstrates an unusual propensity for poly-cultural

adaptation. Looking at its art and architecture, Christianity has borrowed from the Greeks,

Romans, Islamic Empire (including the Moors), and Orientals. And, amidst this eclecticism, it

evolved into the most splendid of styles, such as the Gothic. Christianity touches on many

levels. It touches a universal chord in all humanity. But the history of Christianity, regardless of

its splendid artistic achievement, has been riddled with political corruption. Christianity is

marred and debased by many claims of false piety. It has even inspired numerous wars and

inflicted much torture.”“You are talking about institutional Christianity,” Schaeffer responds. “Sin

separates man from God. God, by definition, is the Source of truth and goodness and the giver

of life. Deception from truth is evil, which leads to death. The ancient Greeks defined Satan as

‘the great deceiver.’ Knowing Jesus, we recognize our human fallibility. We recognize how

impossible it is to achieve His perfection. Jesus is God incarnate, imbued with the Spirit of God.

An in overcoming death, He offers everlasting life to those who embrace Him. Christ is the

conduit for receiving God’s love. Jesus Christ gives us the strength to love others. Once born of

the Holy Spirit, once we receive His love, the walls within you, between your art and humanity,

will break down. But such goodness and perfection are beyond us on our own. It’s through

God’s great mercy that we deliver from deception and sin. Jesus, as the fulfillment of the

ancient laws and prophets of the Old Testament, embodies God’s love.”I keep inquiring, “I

appreciate your interest in art. I appreciate your perspective. There have been high periods as

well as periods of little significance. The Italian Renaissance is considered high. Of course,

Florentine Renaissance artists and even those of the Golden Age of Democracy were

influenced by Christianity and Neo-Platonic values. I want to know how these artists managed.

Despite the hypocrisy and abuses, historically, an epic drama that played out in Europe, has

spawned some of the most profound and most illustrious expressions of art, music, theater,

and architecture. How did these artists flourish? How did artists of ancient Athens manage?

What led to such lustrous outpourings of creative energy? How had such ancient passions

achieved such brilliance? Were these artists exposed to the same degree of cultural diversity

and confusion we experience today? If so, how did they cope with such chaos and

belligerence?” As I see it, history today is moving toward a ‘reverse Renaissance.’ “If civilization

continues as it is, our era of scientific enlightenment will be swallowed up by the confusion and

lead to another Dark Age.”Schaeffer asks me to clarify. Continuing the train of thought, I point

out, “There is a growing potential for social anarchy and the rise of an authoritarian, in part,

due to the nuclear threat. But also because the society and economy have become monolithic

and institutionalized. In stifling free-enterprise, we are losing our ability to define ourselves in

the arts, sciences, and innovation. Of course, as they define their identity, moderns mostly

ignore the Scriptures’ role in defining our values. Intellectual chastise such ancient wisdom.

But, without wisdom and a positive vision, all can easily fall apart. Our society is both

vulnerable while stressing everyone to be highly individualistic. As British Solomon said,

addressing a party of Scotchman, ‘those who live in glass houses should not throw stones.’

The economic oligarchs blindly advance civilization technologically while ignoring the impact of

their massiveness on our mental and emotional wellbeing. Of course, our leaders justify



America’s involvement in whatever these oligarchs deem appropriate, citing the U.S.’s so-called

peacekeeping role as a ‘Super Power.’ But multinationals are usurping grassroots cultures

around the World, while also, they uproot the internal strength of our society and economy. The

U.S. is pulled into conflict after conflict because of her weaknesses, not her strengths. America

can only sustain a positive influence in the World by persuasion, by example, by promoting

constitutional principles, by fostering justice. People around the World should be free to

determine their representation, their destiny. Rather than becoming aggressive, let us lead by

example, by practicing our constitutional principles at home while encouraging other nations to

do the same.“I’ve heard it said it doesn’t matter what you believe as long that belief is bigger

than yourself. This sounds nice, but such can lead to a subtle “Sieg Heil” to a future dictator like

Hitler?Today’s expansionism and militancy resemble the conquest of the ancient Rome Empire,

and that Empire eventually fell. In the early years, farm boys of Ancient Rome served to defend

and preserve her. Over centuries in those ancient times, conscripted foreign captives and

slaves replaced home-grown warriors who were previously serving in the Roman Legion. Our

civilization seems to be heading down a similar path, toward an inevitable collision between the

‘haves’ and ‘have-nots.’ Caught up in such monumental issues, I feel helpless and vulnerable.

The tensions are overwhelming. Any effort directed at the massiveness seems idealistic. In

such vulnerability and helplessness, I feel increasingly isolated. Maybe, because of the

abrasion, I’ve lost faith in the future. Maybe this is what’s fuels my anxiety and anger.“All feels

out of scale. Is there any culture now? Institutional Christianity is a kind of culture in itself,” I

continue. “But Jesus was a revolutionary and challenged the institutional religion. And there

were other cultural influences, such as the Polytheist classicism of ancient Greece and Rome,

which also played their role in defining early Western civilization. The Italian Renaissance

emerged as a mixture of Christianity and Neo-Platonism, which helped spawn democracy in

Europe. Socrates’ notion of a ‘gadfly’ was revived repeatedly throughout history as ‘reason’ nips

at the hypocrisy of the Church, churches, and aristocracy. The revival of Socrates’ gadfly during

the Italian Renaissance brought the faithful back down to Earth. Neo-Platonic thinkers taunted

the political corruption of the Catholic Church, as did Jesus in the ancient Temple of

Jerusalem.” I keep talking but begin to realize I’m skirting my most pressing issues, the source

of my anxiety and anger.Yet, Schaeffer bites into the discourse, “Protestant liberation theology

was a reaction against such corruption and ‘indulgences’ of the humanism dominating Europe

at the time. Reformationists, such as John Calvin, laid the theological groundwork that closed

the gap in the minds of believers between God and ‘fallen humankind.’ Artists can easily

become infatuated with Catholicism,” Schaeffer continues. “The Church has long patronized art.

But the grand era of the arts during the Italian Renaissance was both enlightening and

decadent. Of course, if your concern is how artists have faired, through all of this, much great

art also came out of the Reformation, especially in Germany, Holland, and England. And the

natural sciences and philosophy flourished as well in many Protestant countries, recalling

Newton, Spinoza, and Goethe.”Realizing this would get me no closer to my issues; still, I can’t

stop myself. I interject a further thought, fueling further discourse. “Didn’t the Protestant

movement, when rejecting Catholicism with its iconic traditions and also its humanism? Still,

Western civilization has moved toward greater industrialization and eventually to the

technological supremacy that now threatens our freedoms. Has now the utopian dream of

scientific nirvana, in reality, abetted the potential nihilism?“As I see it, Christianity, in its two-

thousand-year history, has undergone four major 500-year transformations — romanization,

from the Forum martyrdom in Rome of St. Paul to Emperor Constantine; tribulation, with the fall

of Rome and rise of Islam; consolidation, with the theocratic rise to power of the Church



beginning with the Crusades and ending with the Inquisition; and diversification, from the

Reformation up to present. May the next 500-year cycle belong to some Higher Understanding

or Presence! In the light of this evolution or transformation of thinking, any revival of humanism

today, such as Neo-Platonic, would be in reaction to the confusion associated with the

overextension or encroachment of Modernism on our human condition and soul. Today’s

emphasis on efficiency and profits acerbates our ability to achieve cultural cohesion and inner

peace. You say Calvin established the rules of Protestant work ethics but haven’t arguably

these rules also led to the Puritanism that gradually evolved into today’s materialism and

pragmatism, with its emphasis on efficiency and profits, which as now evolved into today’s

Crony Capitalism.”Enjoying the mental exercise of it, I spar on. “As a ‘free-enterprise’ advocate,

which is our constitutional right,” I ramble on, tending towards complexity. “Capitalism is about

‘money making money.’ The capitalizers have shown little interest in improving the quality of our

lives, other than developing technologies. Then again, many in the corporate world act in their

local communities with a natural sense of public duty. Growing out of local communities, many

citizens contribute to homegrown civic organizations, like the Rotary or Kiwanis Club. They are

assuming societal responsibilities. But small businesses are overwhelmed by the dominant

influences and massiveness of corporations and governmental bureaucracies. The Protestant

work ethic (or Puritan work ethic) emphasizes hard work, discipline, and frugality — values

espoused by the Protestant faith, and, in particular, by Calvinism, as today’s corporatocracy

evolved. Is the emphasis any different from the imperative imposed by the Roman Catholic

tradition, emphasizing attendance, confession, ceremonial sacraments, and indulgences? In

1904–05, Max Weber explained Calvinism and Capitalism’s connection in his book The

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.“Think about it! Human nature is unquestionably

fallible. Our nature is very much formed by how we interpret things. The Protestant

interpretation of the resurrection offset the Catholic interpretation of the crucifixion. The

Protestant notion of lauding the crucifixion by lauding the victory of the resurrection is the exact

opposite of the Catholic pain of the Passion. And in fact, how can people claim to be healthy

when following a doctrine that lauds the sacrifice of an innocent man? Killing Jesus was a

heinous act, and the true teaching compels us to face our part in it squarely. Although Abraham

placed Isaac on the altar, initiating the tradition, the Scriptures teach that human nature is the

problem. It’s our animal nature that kills innocence, and we are guilty of it daily in how we treat

one another. The death of Jesus on the cross was not God’s will. It was we, the people, who

did it. The Protestant belief that ‘Jesus died for our sins,’ in such religious piety overlooks our

part in that crime. God didn’t want the crucifixion. God merely allowed it, just as God allows

suffering from natural and unnatural disasters. In this, the Creator is separate from His creation.

So, nature is free to do its own thing. But, of no fault of the Scripture, some rationalize a

theology that the crucifixion is a human victory. The pragmatism and insincere interpretation

absolve us, although we are the Judas in the Passion play. Such lucrative liberty in the modern

world allows such misinterpretation. The bold inhumanity of the modern mass markets

encourages us to capitalize at the expense of others. Yes, the Renaissance Catholic Church

sold “indulgences.” And now Protestants encourage bypassing accountability by equating

obedience to God as the path to economic success. Protestants claim that because “Jesus

died for our sins,” His martyrdom frees a believer to prosper regardless if at the expense of

others. As a result, public martyrdom, citing the Kennedys, Martin Luther King, Gandi´, and, of

course, Jesus, defines today’s culture. Meanwhile, a churchman in prosperous America can

escape accountability and, in doing so, even profit. But, also, this is the nature of human

history? Again, fallibility is human nature.“As the Protestant movement broke from the Catholic



humanism, Capitalism emerged as manufacturing and industrialization flourished under the

guidance of Calvin’s work ethics. Couldn’t it be said that Calvin oversimplified the complex

issues of human nature? Puritanism, which is so prevalent in the Protestant faith, seems to

hamper open and honest self-evaluation. Where are the faithful given the opportunity to

participate in honest discourse and encourage the kind of self-evaluation necessary to improve

our natures as human beings? For example, Puritans reject nudity in my art while blatantly

ignoring pornography in today’s films and publications. How naiveté! The real question is not

whether an artwork is clothed or nude but whether its motive is good and evil. How then should

we face our natural frailties? Sadly, by categorically panning the nude in art, fundamental

questions concerning our vulnerability and fallibility are also ignored. Many seem more

threatened by the sheer honesty of nude art rather than any underlying concern about the

decadence inherent in the prevailing greed and lasciviousness. A society matures as its

weaknesses are squarely faced.“Jesus’ death on the cross was transformational. His death

allows the Holy Spirit to enter believers’ bodies, get under our skin, and heal us. But to interpret

the passion of the crucifixion as a good thing is utterly sadistic and false theology. Jesus

opened the way out of the shackles of our sins by carrying the burden Himself, but we still must

face our shortcomings, seek atonement, and change our ways. Believing His crucifixion was, in

itself, a good thing is a gross abuse of the truth. In our prosperity, in our Faustian abundance,

we fail to confront the evil within ourselves. And, since nature is also free to act independent of

the Creator, so nature is free to strike back at us. So, now we must take responsibility for

“Global Warming” and other abuses, or we’ll face the consequences of our personal sadistic

natures. Only by honestly and squarely facing our failures and have a change of heart,” I

continue, “are we truly free. Shouldn’t our art be just that honest?”
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